LONG is universally recognized as the manufacturer of the “GOLD STANDARD” of bulk tobacco curing barns, the “EAGLE” series barns, including the Gold Eagle II, the Solar Eagle, the Eagle 9, and the Eagle 8, as well as the Eagle Box Aerator. LONG also manufactures and distributes an extensive line of barn service parts for ALL MAKES OF BARNs. They include:

- HEAT EXCHANGERS Built from 409 Stainless Steel – rated most energy efficient in studies by NC State University and the University of Georgia
- Burners, Midco®, propane & natural gas
- Flooring Kits for Curing Chambers Built from Galvanized Steel (cut to any length)
- Door gaskets and Air Seals for Walls, Doors, Bulkhead Walls, and Boxes
- Boxes (Bins) with both closed and open face gates, Partition Screens – one or two piece
- Box wheels (phenolic resin) with or without Bushings & Box Pins (any length)
- Fan Motors (rated at 80°C/176°F) & Fan Blades
- Electrical Parts: motor starters, motor capacitors, Reliance® advancing thermostats, etc.
- And Much More ... Call or Email LONG for Details